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Throughout lunch, Samuel made an excuse to visit the commode and intended to fulfill 

Yang Qi. 

As a result of what had actually taken place before, Yang Wen would certainly never ever 

quit. He didn’t wish to make way too much problem, so he was going to let Yang Qi settle 

the matter. 

3 years ago, Yang Qi didn’t win the large prize, but he was fortunate sufficient to get 

Samuel’s support, similar to Johann. That was why he was in such a setting today. 

Power and connections were the first things Samuel did after he got here in Cloud City. 

Johann was in charge of the forces in the gray area, while Yang Qi remained in Cloud City to 

open contacts for Samuel’s needs. 

In Samuel’s years of the Hannigan family, Samuel deeply recognized that if one intended to 

have money, he needed to have his own power as well as links. As well as Samuel had cash, 

Samuel might use cash to develop stronger pressures as well as higher-level calls. Just in 

this way could Samuel make himself stronger as well as stronger. 

 

Not long after Samuel left the hall, a couple of rogue-looking individuals arrived. 

Taking a look at these people, Rong Liu’s eyes became much more perilous. She said to 

Yang Wen, “Even if Yvonne is wed, those children still can not neglect her. It’s because they 

understand that the coward has actually not befouled Yvonne. Can you allow these people 

unclean her?” 

” Well …” Yang Wen didn’t expect Rong Liu to have such a suggestion. He said, “Anyway, 

Yvonne is from the Sue family members. That’s not good.” 

 

Rong Liu snorted coldly as well as said, “What’s wrong with that? And do I even care 

concerning the Sue family?” 



In the past, Yang Wen didn’t need to consider it to understand that Yang Qi wouldn’t take 

the Sue household seriously. And now it was various. The whole Cloud City recognized that 

the Sue family supervised of the task in the west of the city. Many people also understood 

that the obstacle in the west of the city was highly likely to make the Sue household a first-

line family members in Cloud City. Whether Yang Qi would certainly have reconsiderations 

or not, it was hard to inform. 

Seeing Yang Wen’s reluctance, Rong Liu’s face quickly revealed frustration. She said, “Okay, 

your partner has actually been bullied, and also you have to swallow your anger. Do you 

want to be like that good-for-nothing?” 

” Who resembles that good-for-nothing? Penalty, do as you claim.” Yang Wen offered the 

goons an appearance and also made a really unclean motion with his hands. 

After getting the signal, the criminals massaged their hands and strolled toward Yvonne and 

Linda. 

” Two attractive women, you look great. Why don’t you have males with you? Would you 

like us to have a drink with you?” 

” It’s a pity that such a stunning female is still solitary.” 

When a couple of criminals strolled to Yvonne as well as Linda, they began to feel uneasy 

and also drove the others away. 

There were many admirers of Yvonne. When they saw this scene, they became angry. 

” That are you? This is the hall that we booked. Leave here.” 

One of the criminals looked contemptuously at the male student that spoke and said, “That 

are you? Why are you speaking before me?” 

The male pupil claimed coldly, “You may not know why we are right here. He is Yang Qi’s 

nephew. I recommend you not to make trouble right here.” 

When Yang Qi heard this, he acted that he didn’t hear anything and also gave Rong Liu a 

chopstickful of food. 

The criminal stood up and walked towards the male pupil with a smile. 



After walking in front of him, he kicked on the male student’s reduced abdominal area and 

said coldly, “Darn, I do not understand that he is, however he really did not talk. Where did 

you get the courage to fart with me?” 

The male trainee remained in so much pain that he broke out in a cold sweat and gripped 

his lower abdominal areas. 

When the others saw that Yang Wen didn’t do anything and Rong Liu was also acting as if it 

had nothing to do with them, they were shocked. This issue could not have been 

deliberately prepared by Rong Liu, right? 

“Rong Liu, we’re all schoolmates. You do not have to be so callous, do you?” A person 

stated to Rong Liu. 

This issue has absolutely nothing to do with me. Rong Liu stood up as well as said angrily. 

The Lot Of Money Tree Village was Yang Qi’s place, as well as Yang Wen was Yang Qi’s 

nephew. Just how could these individuals dare to make trouble right here? 

Rong Liu described, all the students existing understood that this issue needs to have 

something to do with her. 

However many individuals really did not want to upset Rong Liu, so with the exception of 

the male pupil who had been beaten, nobody else risked to claim anything. 

 


